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• In October 2016, DynaTrap partnered 
with the City of Miami to distribute 100 
chemical and pesticide-free one-acre 
DynaTrap devices to help fight 
disease-carrying mosquitoes in three 
defined Zika zones: Little Haiti, Little River, 
and Liberty City.

• DynaTrap offered an effective, 
chemical-free alternative for the city, which 
previously relied on spraying harsh 
chemicals to combat mosquitoes, which in 
turn decimated the local honeybee 
population. DynaTrap does not attract 
beneficial insects such as honeybees and 
butterflies.

• Within days of installing the DynaTraps, 
the devices started collecting large 
amounts of mosquitoes and other 
predatory insects, easing the concerns of 
local residents and making a significant 
contribution to the fight against the spread 
of the Zika virus.

City of Miami, FL in collaboration with the 
offices of Mayor Tomás Regalado and City 
Commissioner Keon Hardemon

THE CITY OF MIAMI TURNS TO DYNATRAP 
IN THE FIGHT AGAINST ZIKA VIRUS 
DYNATRAP TECHNOLOGY RECOGNIZED AS A CONTRIBUTING 
FACTOR IN REDUCING LOCAL MOSQUITO POPULATION

ZIKA VIRUS SPREADS TO MIAMI
In the summer of 2016, the Zika virus gained worldwide attention as thousands of cases emerged in 
South America. Once contracted, patients experience flu-like symptoms including fever, rash, 
headache, and muscle pain. A critical and chief concern, however, is for women who are pregnant. 
The Zika virus has been proven to cause serious birth defects including microcephaly, which inhibits 
the development of the infant’s brain, resulting in a smaller-than-normal head, intellectual disabilities, 
and poor motor function1. 
By October of 2016, the Zika virus had spread to Miami, FL and 178 local cases were reported, 
124 of which were pregnant women2. The city established three “Zika Zones,” or Zika active 
transmission areas, including the Little Haiti, Little River, and Liberty City neighborhoods of Miami. To 
combat the spread of Zika, state and local governments rapidly accelerated the rate of insecticide 
spraying on a daily basis. While these insecticides are an effective measure in reducing the local 
mosquito population, they also kill beneficial pollinating insects such as honeybees, thereby 
negatively impacting the local ecosystem. Furthermore, residents of the Zika Zones expressed concern 
regarding the vast amounts of chemical sprays occurring near their homes and families3. Lastly, it 
turned out that Aedes aegypti, the mosquitoes responsible for the Zika Virus, were resistant to certain 
chemical sprays, including Permethrin4.

DYNATRAP RESPONDS
In October 2016, DynaTrap partnered with Miami Mayor Tomás Regalado and City Commissioner 
Keon Hardemon to distribute 100 of DynaTrap’s DT2000XLP mosquito traps to local residents in the 
affected Zika Zones. The DynaTrap device emits ultraviolet light and carbon dioxide to mimic the 
human body and lure in mosquitoes, then uses a quiet fan to vacuum the insects into a retaining cage 
where they dehydrate and die. The DT2000XLP is DynaTrap’s most powerful model and rated for one 
acre of effective coverage. City officials were relieved to learn that the DynaTrap does not emit any 
harmful chemicals, nor does it affect beneficial insects such as honey bees.
The donation was welcome news for Miami City Commission Chairman Keon Hardemon, who said 
“On behalf of the Miami City Commission and its residents, I would like to thank Dynamic Solutions, 
the creators of DynaTrap, for making this donation to our community. Your team has empowered the 
City of Miami to help protect its most vulnerable residents from the Zika virus through the distribution 
of the DynaTrap device.”
The DynaTrap team worked closely with city officials to set up 100 DynaTrap devices in local parks, 
community centers, and private homes. Each trap was strategically placed roughly 20-40 feet away 
from primary gathering areas, and set to run 24/7. The DynaTrap device starts working immediately 
to trap mosquitoes and other predatory insects, and reaches maximum effectiveness in disrupting the 
mosquito lifecycle after 6-8 weeks. For each mosquito caught, DynaTrap prevents hundreds of eggs 
from being laid within the one-acre coverage area. Local residents quickly noticed a dramatic 
difference in the local mosquito population. 
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THE DYNATRAP DIFFERENCE

The public announcement was to avoid the neighborhoods where Zika virus was spreading…but we don’t have 
that choice, as police officers. Many of our officers are not sitting in an office…they are exposed to the 
elements. A lot of female officers are of childbearing ages, and have the possibility of being pregnant, so there 
was a great amount of fear regarding the Zika virus. Once we installed the DynaTrap units, and saw first-hand that 
they started working immediately, our staff was much less uneasy. I have already recommended the DynaTrap 
to other police departments in their efforts against mosquitoes.

POLICE COMMANDER
MAJOR ERVENS FORD 
MIAMI POLICE DEPT. - NORTH DISTRICT  

The Zika outbreak filled our communities with hysteria. The slow moving details surrounding the virus did very 
little to calm residents, tourist and business owners. The use of the DynaTrap helped to reduce the mosquito 
population infected with the Zika Virus. The partnership with DynaTrap was a testament of the impact that can 
be made when both the private and public sector come together for the good of the community.

MIAMI CITY COMMISSIONER 
KEON HARDEMON 

In April 2017, the DynaTrap team met with Miami City 
Officials to review the performance of the DynaTrap 
initiative. Police Commander  Major Ervens Ford of North 
District of Miami expressed how the Zika virus was 
incredibly concerning to his team of over 180 police officers. 

The DynaTrap works very well. It lures in and traps the mosquitoes just as we’d hoped. My team hasn’t had any 
issues in maintaining the traps…it’s just amazing how they work! I have been fascinated with the results. It 
definitely made a difference in the amount of mosquitoes in the park. We have had far less mosquitoes in our 
park compared to others without the DynaTrap. I would recommend any of our parks to use DynaTrap.

PARK MANAGER
KEN SIMMONS
ATHALIE RANGE PARK
525 NW 62ND ST, MIAMI, FL 33150

Our facility is full of young children, so it’s essential that we do whatever we can to protect our students from 
mosquitoes. The first time we checked on the DynaTrap after 2 weeks, it was full of insects…it filled up right 
away. Parents, in particular, feel peace of mind seeing the trap and having an extra layer of defense. 
It’s been working perfectly.

DIRECTOR 
MADELINE RODRIGUEZ-LLANES
CENTRO MATER CHILDRENʼS CENTER
418 SW 4TH AVE, MIAMI, FL 33130

DynaTrap’s initiative in the City of Miami made a significant impact on the community, specifically for those living and working within its three defined Zika 
zones: Little Haiti, Little River, and Liberty City. By implementing a chemical-free, eco-friendly solution, DynaTrap provided immediate protection to some of the 
area’s most at-risk populations. The DynaTrap device clearly demonstrated its versatility as a product that can be used within both individual family homes as 
well as larger public spaces like local parks and community centers. The trial in Miami is an excellent example of the results DynaTrap can bring to any city 
plagued by mosquitoes, in addition to the safety and reassurance it can provide to those areas afflicted by the Zika virus. 

EFFECTIVE RESULTS

1 https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2016/s0413-zika-microcephaly.html
2 http://www.miamiherald.com/news/health-care/article66790817.html
3 http://www.cnn.com/2016/09/01/health/zika-spraying-honeybees/index.html
4 http://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/zika-mosquitoes-were-resis tant-to-pesticide-
  permethrin-but-nobody-checked-for-months-9418316 
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